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Abstract
In this study, the existence of a new subatomic particle called “fundamental particle” and the structure of
primary formation matter remnants like dark matter, dark energy etc. are associated with the structure of
fundamental particle and their effect to the expansion of the universe is discussed. The size of this fundamental
particle is calculated within some certain limit values. Based on the structure of fundamental particle, a new
approach is shown to the expansion of the universe.
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1. Introductıon
Dark matter and dark enegry are names given to the invisible matter and energy, which are claimed to cause the
universe to expand in various opinions and theories. It is claimed by many astrophysicists and theoreticians that
the matter and energy cause the universe to expand in an accelerated manner and the Hubble constant is an
example of this fact. There are various opinions and theories, which argue that each matter, which enters to the
influence area of the dark matter and dark energy, attracts every kind of mass because of the magnitude of
attraction force. A real observation result regarding the existence of the dark matter, dark energy and black holes,
which can be different forms of the matter and energy, is yet to be obtained [1-11]. However, events will be
enlightened as we find the traces, which we consider to be the remnants of the preceding events [12-16].
Miscellaneous ideas, opinions, comments and theories regarding the formation of the universe, structure and
formation of cosmic objects like black matter, black hole, white hole, dark energy and the expansion of the
universe exist in the sources [17-34]. While these theories are adequate to shed light on some points regarding the
structure of the universe, they are unable to clarify some certain points about this matter. These cosmic objects
may be parts of a whole. We are yet to know which one of these is the absolute true. Because we do not have an
opportunity to carry out experiments. In accordance with the latest observations, it is claimed that unusual
informations, which can invalidate many theories on galaxy formation, were obtained [35].

2. The State of the Universe
It is very difficult to tell the absolute truths about the universe without finding answers to the simple questions
about the universe. For instance, how much will the alleged dark matter and dark energy grow and how does its
real mass increase? What is the real influence of these two matters in the expansion of the universe? What is the
ultimate critical expansion value for the universe? Today, the answers of these questions are yet to be known. For
this reason, it is necessary to regard evaluations made on this matter as only opinions. If we are to continue to ask
simple questions about the universe; will the universe collapse into itself when it completes to expand to the
adequate extent? Or will it split up and cause to the formation of splitted universes? Or will it cause to the
formation of new universes? The answers of these questions are yet to be known as well.
According to our opinions, the formation of folded universes is possible if the universe splits up. The existence of
these folded universes is told in the Holy Scriptures in an indirect manner. But this situation seems very difficult
to happen considering the existing physics laws. But it is not possible for us to tell that this situation can never
happen. If we accept the universe as a single whole, the formation of splitted universes seems more realistic. To
make a definition of the splitted universe, think about a vast island on an ocean. A massive earthquake splits up
this island and causes to the spread of smaller islands all over the oceans thereby leaving any connection among
those smaller islands. We define these small islands as “splitted universes”. The formation of splitted universes
seems more reasonable than the formation of folded universes. Another opinion is that the universe will collapse
into itself and form a single mass. As a result of a new explosion caused by its internal dynamics, this mass will
disperse around and lead to the formation of a universe similar to that we live live.
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In such a situation, the simple question is that how many times has the universe collapsed up until today? If this
collapsing process is to happen, what will be the sequence of this latest collapse together with all preceding
collapses? In such a situation, formation and physical form of the universe may be in a form other than the form
of the known universe. There exist different opinions regarding the structure, attraction and state of the black
holes [9-11]. According to some opinions, black holes are the concentration of negative vacum energy, which
swallows matter, and according to some others, these may be negative vacum pressure. Contrary to this, white
holes are claimed to create matter.
In such a situation with a simple approach, the formation of dark matter, white matter, black hole, white hole and
dark energy, white energy pairs seems more reasonable. On the NASA webpage, it is expressed that hot cosmic
microwave background and cold cosmic microwave background were observed and these can support the
formation of pairs mentioned above. Because, if we comment on the universe to be a whole system, then the
formation of pairs given above is an obligation. In this matching, we are on the opinion that opposite pairs
function in an opposite manner. For instance, imbalance resulting from the dark energy should be balanced by the
white energy. Thus, the existence of the white energy is a necessity. We are on the opinion that the existence of it
is quite reasonable. Besides, there should be a relationship between these opposite pairs. Otherwise, it is not
possible for universe to be in order. It is not compatible with the dynamic system structure of the universe. Then
what is the relationship between these opposite pairs? This relationship is a very critical question regarding the
formation and expansion of the universe. Within the framework of a simple logical approach, if the black holes
swallow matter, then is not it necessary for white holes to create matter? In other words, matter should squirt. If
there is dark radiation in the dark matter, then there should be white radiation in the white matter. In addition, the
existence of cold dark matter, cold white matter, cold dark energy, cold white energy, cold black hole, cold white
hole and their opposites is possible. Only in such a situation can the system maintain its balance.
Even if the Big Bang explosion is widely accepted regarding the formation of the universe in the science world, it
is expressed in sources [30-31] and on NASA webpage that there are some predicaments in itself. If we assume
that the big bang explosion really occured, then there are various opinions, ideas and publications which argue
that the speed of matter particles was between 1030km/per second and 1099km/per second at the first moment of
the explosion. Even the least speed of these particles is much more bigger than the velocity of light. How come
such speedy particles turned from energy into the matter? Another question, which the science world is unable to
answer, is how energy turns into matter. An answer to this question is being sought even today. None of the
existing theories is able to clarify this question. Our answer to this question is; mass gets smaller as it accelerates.
Mass is squeezed and its density increases. The velocity of mass is in direct proportion to the squeeze in the
volume of mass. As the mass slows down, the volume of the mass starts to expand again in proportion to the
velocity. As the mass decelerates because of various reasons, it continues to expand and the volume of the mass
reaches to the state before it started accelerating. Thus, what happens here is not transition from mass to energy,
what happens here is volume contraction or mass-volume exchange resulting from the structure of matter? The
temperature of the universe at the first moment of the explosion changed between 1x1012K - 1x1032K according to
various studies [17]. How did gases or masses with such high assummed temperatures get cool? There is a need
for an environment to cool high temperature in an explosion. It is possible that new masses appeared to cool high
temperature in the big bang. Otherwise, the universe would not have become cold. What is the system, which
cools the universe? What is this cosmic mass formation? If it is cold, there must be a realistic explanation for it.
We are yet to know the answer of this reasonable question.
In addition to this, there should exist dark energy and white energy. If these are true, there should exist white
matter, which is the pair the dark matter. In addition to this, there should exist cold white matter, cold white
energy. The system should be cooled on one hand while it gets warm on the other hand. The system can only be
balanced in this way. Schwarzchid [33] argues the existence of white holes in his theories. What is deficient here
is the lack of the white matter. If the universe is a whole system, then there is a need for balancing mass and
forces, which balances this system to some extent. I must clearly state here that the universe is never a stable
system. If the universe was to be a stable system when we consider it in system dynamics, then there would not
happen any change in the universe and it would never expand. The universe would have maintained its primary
formation size. However, the universe is expanding gradually. We are on the opinion that the energy which
enables the universe to expand results from non-linear systems. This energy makes the universe a dynamic system
and the universe is constantly changing. In this way, the universe maintains its dynamism.
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What is the source of this energy, which causes the universe to expand? The answer of this reasonable question is
yet to be known. Does only energy cause the universe to expand? Or else what is the effect of mass in the
expansion of the universe? How do new masses form in this expansion process? What is the effect of new mass in
the expansion? If there are new masses, what is the source of these new masses? As long as the answers of these
reasonable questions are not found, the absolute truth can not be told regarding the expansion of the universe and
even its primary formation. There are many opinions and theories regarding the expansion of the universe. Most
of these theories are accepted in the science world while many opinions are excluded. Among the excluded
opinions, there may be some information, which can lead us to the right answer. We are on the opinion that the
mass of the universe was a very small matter of monotype particles at the very beginning or in the big bang
explosion. During the explosion, this particle splitted and dispersed around swiftly in a high density, low density
manner. It is a hot cloud of particles. This particle mass possessed energy but it was not energy itself. But its
volume squeezed and its density increased because of the high velocity.
This particle slowed down as its energy decreased as the time passed. This slow down occured in stages. When
this fundamental particle slowed down and cooled to some extent, these fundamental particles, combining
together, formed a particle with a bigger mass. This particle combined and formed particles with bigger mass.
Every formation in each stage was never in the structure of fundamental particle, each formation occured in a
different structure. Formation of these structures leads us to the structure of subatomic particles. Combining
together, subatomic particles formed an upper structure. This formation completed its formation by forming the
structure of the matter. Thus, atomic structure emerged. All these processes happened in stages. The existing
structure of the matter is the final stage of this formation. For this reason, it has a lower energy structure. It is
easier to split it up. But when it comes closer to the subatomic particles, it can break its binding energy by giving
more energy to split up and the particle becomes free. For this reason, it can split up by giving more energy.
In every particle which forms matter, there upper structures of fundamental particles which are the remnants of
the primary explosion. These subatomic structures and particles appear when the conditions are suitable. This
fundamental particle possesses particle freedom. Thus, it immediately completes the diminishing particle in the
structure of matter. So, the atomic system constantly remains in the same structure. The quality of fundamental
particle never changes under the earth and universe conditions. Besides, for it is fundamental particle, it has a very
high energy level. Because of its high energy level, conditions never become suitable in such a level to affect this
particle. A large part of this particle, which emerged in the big bang, has maintained its primary state.
It is named dark matter or dark energy. We name it fundamental particle mass cumulant.
These exist together in a very loose manner in the universe. We are on the opinion that these exist in a state looser
than fluids while denser than gases. These fundamental particle remnants can swallow every kind of matter and
energy for they possess a very high energy, mass density and attraction force. They separate the matter they
swallow into fundamental particles because of the high energy level. Thus, the mass of the fundamental particle
remnant grows up. Its energy increases. Its field of attraction and acceleration increase as well. In addition, its
dynamic structure changes. Because of its dynamic structure, it expands with its increasing acceleration. We are
on the opinion that it is the main reason for the expansion of the universe.
Physical and chemical events in the universe occur in the element dimension of matters. However, events in the
big bang occured at the “fundamental particle” level of matter. For this reason, binding energy is very high. In
other words, binding energy grows as we go to the smaller particles of matter. For this fundamental particle has a
very high binding energy, energy incomparable with classic fusion emerges. We are on the opinion that the sun
generates energy through the combination of particles of supra-fundamental particle. We think that it is the sun’s
energy generating system. We are on the opinion that fundamental particles vibrate at a very high frequency.
Because energy-frequency cycle of known units corresponds to high frequencies. Theoretically, it can vibrate up
to the frequency of 2,9x1094Hz. Technologically, if semi-conductor products are manufactured using this
fundamental particle, we are on the opinion that semi-conductor electronic circuit elements which can function at
very high frequencies can be manufactured. Considering the existing technology and knowledge today, however,
we think that it is a very difficult, even an impossible task. If it comes true one day, it will be a breakthrough in
the electronic industry. We can reach supra-fundamental particles (which are 1000 times bigger than fundamental
particle). Utilizing these particles in the electronic semi-conductor industry, we can solve the problem of lacking
electronic semi-conductor to function at high frequencies.
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3. The Prıncıple of Fundamental Partıcle
According to our studies, there should be the remnant of mass cumulant which was left during the primary
formation of the universe. We call these remnants “fundamental particle”. According to our calculations, the mass
of fundamental particle is 5,600119035 1080 gr at the temperature of 1,5×1012K and 8,4017855251098 gr at the
temperature of 1,5×1032K. According to

80
our calculations, its energy is 1,2  10 eV

and its size is

8,401785525 1066 cm . We think that fundamental particle is between these two values. In NASA’s images

(cosmology history, WMAP image), it is expressed that there were small particles at the beginning of time. These
fundamental particle exists in all atomic particles like proton, neutron, electron etc. and in the structure of all
subatomic particles in standard model. These particles do not emerge under normal conditions, but these particles
emerge when mass splits up. If the space is accepted to be in a homogenous structure, matter density of
71
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interstellar space and intergalactic space is full of 5,600119035 10 gr / Km matter at the temperature of 1,5x1012K
89
3
and 8,401 10 gr / Km matter at the temperature of 1,5x1032K in fundamental particle remnant model. These two
values are very different because there are various different assumptions accepted regarding to the temperature
during the big bang. When unit conversion of fundamental particle remnants in the universe is carried out, it
42
seems that this temperature may be -1,5 ´10 K . In such a situation, the existence of cold areas or cold galaxies
42
seems possible. We do not know physical properties of matter at the temperature of -1,5 ´10 K . For this reason,

obseving cold areas of the universe may not be possible with today’s technology. We suggest that cold galaxies
and cold matters should be seeked in the universe. We argued the structure of fundamental particle and light in
our previous study [36].
We define the energy of supra-fundamental particles as in the following:

E = M V 2 e F1 F2 F3
In this equation, M is defined as mass of subatomic particle and F1,F2,F3 are defined as three dimensional,
unequal functioning frequencies of particle. Here, e symbolizes mass binding energy of electron volt particle and
V is defined as velocity, this velocity is defined as a very close velocity to the velocity at the beginning
conditions. Studies regarding the existence of masses moving faster than light (tachyons) are given in the sources
[37-39]. According to unit conversions carried out regarding some values of fundamental particle, frequency of
fundamental particle corresponds to 2,901x1094 Hz, its temperature corresponds to 1,393x1084K, its energy
corresponds to 1,922x1061 J and its mass corresponds to 2,139x 1044 kg [40]. It seems impossible to measure the
physical properties of fundamental particle using the existing technology.

Conclusıon
In this study, we are on the opinion regarding the structure of the universe and matter that there should be a
smallest fundamental structure that we call “fundamental particle”. This particle possesses fundamental particle
freedom. It means that this particle can transform into every deficient part in each kind of matter. All sub-atomic
and supra-atomic particles that form matter are formed as a result of different binding of this fundamental particle.
This fundamental particle is the mass cumulants left during the primary formation of the universe. For this reason,
it was formed under the primary conditions of the universe. It was not formed thereafter. This fundamental
particle can only form again if the primary conditions of the universe become suitable again. Fundamental
particles formed bigger particles with different structure by combining together and these different particles
formed a different chain of formation.
And as a result of this chain, the atomic structure of present-day formed. We are on the opinion that these particles
complete and restore the deficient parts in the atomic structure. We think that dark matter and similar matters in
the universe formed out of these particles. For these particles are of very small size and of much more faster than
their known velocity, it is not possible to become aware of their existence using the existing technology. We can
not ignore the particles that we are not aware. In the universe, there should be the effect and remnants of
fundamental particles like dark energy, dark matter, white matter, white energy, black hole, white hole, hot dark
matter, cold dark matter etc. the number of which is unknown to us yet. In the course of time, their dynamic
structure changes and their attraction field increases for their mass grows and their temperature changes. As a
result of this process, the universe is expanding dynamically and gradually in an accelerating manner. Humankind
will obtain true and real informations when they discover the boundaries of the universe.
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